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COORDINATE MEASUREMENT DEVICE

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

0001 1The present application claims the benefit of provisional application number

61/296,555 filed January 20, 2010, the content of which is hereby incorporated by reference

in its entirety.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The present disclosure relates to a coordinate measuring machine, and in

particular to a portable articulated arm coordinate measuring machine having a system for

retaining and storing a probe end of the articulated arm.

[0003] Portable articulated arm coordinate measuring machines (AACMMs) have

found widespread use in the manufacturing or production of parts where there is a need to

rapidly and accurately verify the dimensions of the part during various stages of the

manufacturing or production (e.g., machining) of the part. Portable AACMMs represent a

vast improvement over known stationary or fixed, cost-intensive and relatively difficult to

use measurement installations, particularly in the amount of time it takes to perform

dimensional measurements of relatively complex parts. Typically, a user of a portable

AACMM simply guides a probe along the surface of the part or object to be measured. The

measurement data are then recorded and provided to the user. In some cases, the data are

provided to the user in visual form, for example, three-dimensional (3-D) form on a computer

screen. In other cases, the data are provided to the user in numeric form, for example when

measuring the diameter of a hole, the text "'Diameter - .0034" is displayed on a computer

screen.

[0004] An example of a prior art portable articulated arm CMM is disclosed in

commonly assigned U.S. Patent No. 5,402,582 ('582), which is incorporated herein by

reference in its entirety. The '582 patent discloses a 3-D measuring system comprised of a

manually-operated articulated arm CMM having a support base on one end and a

measurement probe at the other end. Commonly assigned U.S. Patent No. 5,61 1,147 ( 47),

which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety, discloses a similar articulated arm

CMM. In the ' 147 patent, the articulated arm CMM includes a number of features including



an additional rotational axis at the probe end, thereby providing for an arm with either a two-

two-two or a two-two-three axis configuration (the latter case being a seven axis arm).

[0005] Typically, the probe end of the arm is allowed to freely rotate about two or

three axes, care must be taken, during shipment or storage for example, to avoid damaging

the probe during use. Typically a strap, such as one having a hook and loop fastener for

example, is used to hold the probe end against the adjacent arm segment during shipping. It

should be appreciated that while the strap is convenient for shipping purposes, it is

undesirable for use in operations since the dangling strap ends may interfere with the use of

the arm or the probe.

[0006] Accordingly, while existing AACMM s are suitable for their intended

purposes there remains a need for improvements, particularly in the securing of the probe

when the articulated arm is shipped or not in use.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0007] According to one aspect of the invention, a portable coordinate measurement

machine (AACMM) for measuring coordinates of an object in space is provided. The

AACMM includes a manually positionable articulated arm having opposed first and second

ends, the arm including a plurality of connected arm segments, the plurality of connected arm

segments including an arm segment adjacent the first end, each arm segment including at

least one position transducer for producing a position signal. A measurement device is

attached to a first end of the AACMM. An electronic circuit is configured to receive the

position signals from the transducers and provides data corresponding to a position of the

measurement device. A probe end is disposed between the measurement device and the first

end, the probe end being rotationally coupled to the first end and movable between a first

position and a second position. A magnetic member coupling the probe end to the arm

segment adjacent the first end when in the second position.

[0008] According to another aspect of the invention, AACMM for measuring

coordinates of an object in space is provided. The AACMM includes a base. A manually

positionable articulated arm is provided having opposed first and second ends. The second

end is rotationally coupled to the base, the arm including a plurality of connected arm

segments, the plurality of connected arm segments including an arm segment adjacent the

first end, each arm segment including at least one position transducer for producing a position



signal. A measurement device is attached to a first end of the AACMM. An electronic

circuit is configured to receive the position signals from the transducers and provides data

corresponding to a position of the measurement device. A probe end is disposed between the

measurement device and the first end, the probe end being rotationally coupled to the first

end, the probe end having a first member, the probe end movable between a first position and

a second position. A magnetic member is operably coupled to the arm segment adjacent the

first end, the magnetic member positioned to cooperate with the first member to magnetically

couple the probe end to the arm segment adjacent the first end when the probe end is in the

second position.

[0009] According to yet another aspect of the invention, another AACMM for

measuring coordinates of an object in space is provided. The AACMM includes a manually

positionable articulated arm having opposed first and second ends. The second end of the

arm being rotationally coupled to the base, the arm including a plurality of connected arm

segments, the plurality of connected arm segments including an arm segment adjacent the

first end, each arm segment including at least one position transducer for producing a position

signal. A measurement device is attached to a first end of the AACMM. An electronic

circuit is configured to receive the position signals from the transducers and provides data

corresponding to a position of the measurement device. A bracket having a first opening is

sized to receive the arm segment adjacent the first end, the bracket being removably coupled

to the arm segment adjacent the first end. A magnetic member is operably coupled to the

bracket. A probe end is coupled to rotate about at least two axes to the first end, the probe

end being movable between an operating position and a storage position. A first ferrous

member is operably coupled to the probe end.

1 0 0 j These and other advantages and features will become more apparent from the

following description taken in conjunction with the drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING

[001 1] The subject matter, which is regarded as the invention, is particularly pointed

out and distinctly claimed in the claims at the conclusion of the specification. The foregoing

and other features, and advantages of the invention are apparent from the following detailed

description taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings in which:



[0012J FIG. 1, including FIGs. 1A and IB, are perspective views of a portable

articulated arm coordinate measuring machine (AACMM) having embodiments of various

aspects of the present invention therewithin;

[0013] FIG. 2, including FIGS. 2A 2D taken together, is a block diagram of

electronics utilized as part of the AACMM of FIG. 1 in accordance with an embodiment;

[0014] FIG. 3, including FIGs. 3A and 3B taken together, is a block diagram

describing detailed features of the electronic data processing system of FIG. 2 in accordance

with an embodiment;

[001 5 FIG. 4 is an enlarged perspective view of the probe end of the AACMM of

FIG. 1;

[0016J FIG. 5 is a perspective view of the probe end of the AACMM of FIG. 4;

[001 7 ) FIG. 6 is a top plan view of the probe end of FIG. 5;

[001 8] FIG. 7 is a top plan view of a probe end holder for use with the AACMM of

FIG. 4;

[0019] FIG. 8 is a perspective view illustration of the probe end holder of FIG. 7; and,

[0020] FIG. 9 is a top plan view, partially in section, of the probe end coupled to the

probe end holder.

[0021 ] The detailed description explains embodiments of the invention, together with

advantages and features, by way of example with reference to the drawings.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0022 Operators of AACMMs are careful with the probe end and probe tip of the

AACMM to avoid damage or changing the calibration of the AACMM. Embodiments of the

present invention include advantages in incorporating a holding device that secures a probe

end of the AACMM to an arm segment so that the probe end is not free to move when not in

use, when being moved between installations, or during shipping. Embodiments of the

present invention further include advantages in allowing the probe end to be quickly and



easily secured with a holding device that does not interfere with the operation of the

AACMM.

[0023 FIGs. 1A and I B illustrate, in perspective, a portable articulated arm

coordinate measuring machine (AACMM) 100 according to various embodiments of the

present invention, an articulated arm being one type of coordinate measuring machine. As

shown in FIGs. 1A and IB, the exemplary AACMM 100 may comprise a six or seven axis

articulated measurement device having a measurement probe housing 102 coupled to an arm

portion 104 of the AACMM 100 at one end. The arm portion 104 comprises a first arm

segment 106 coupled to a second arm segment 108 by a first grouping of bearing cartridges

10 (e.g., two bearing cartridges). A second grouping of bearing cartridges 112 (e.g., two

bearing cartridges) couples the second arm segment 108 to the measurement probe housing

102. A third grouping of bearing cartridges 114 (e.g., three bearing cartridges) couples the

first arm segment 106 to a base 116 located at the other end of the arm portion 104 of the

AACMM 100. Each grouping of bearing cartridges 10, 112, 14 provides for multiple axes

of articulated movement. Also, the measurement probe housing 102 may comprise the shaft

of the seventh axis portion of the AACMM 100 (e.g., a cartridge containing an encoder

system that determines movement of the measurement device, for example a probe 118, in

the seventh axis of the AACMM 100). In use of the AACMM 100, the base 116 is typically

affixed to a work surface.

[0024] Each bearing cartridge within each bearing cartridge grouping 110, 112, 114

typically contains an encoder system (e.g., an optical angular encoder system). The encoder

system (i.e., transducer) provides an indication of the position of the respective arm segments

106, 108 and corresponding bearing cartridge groupings 10, 112, 1 4 that all together

provide an indication of the position of the probe 18 with respect to the base 16 (and, thus,

the position of the object being measured by the AACMM 100 in a certain frame of reference

- for example a local or global frame of reference). The arm segments 106, 108 may be made

from a suitably rigid material such as but not limited to a carbon composite material for

example. A portable AACMM 100 with six or seven axes of articulated movement (i.e.,

degrees of freedom) provides advantages in allowing the operator to position the probe 118 in

a desired location within a 360° area about the base 116 while providing an arm portion 104

that may be easily handled by the operator. However, it should be appreciated that the

illustration of an arm portion 104 having two arm segments 106, 108 is for exemplary



purposes, and the claimed invention should not be so limited. An AACMM 100 may have

any number o arm segments coupled together by bearing cartridges (and, thus, more or less

than six or seven axes of articulated movement or degrees of freedom).

[0025] The probe 8 is detachably mounted to the measurement probe housing 102,

which is connected to bearing cartridge grouping 112. A handle 126 is removable with

respect to the measurement probe housing 102 by way of, for example, a quick-connect

interface. The handle 126 may be replaced with another device (e.g., a laser line probe, a bar

code reader), thereby providing advantages in allowing the operator to use different

measurement devices with the same AACMM 100. In exemplary embodiments, the probe

housing 102 houses a removable probe 118, which is a contacting measurement device and

may have different tips 18 that physically contact the object to be measured, including, but

not limited to: ball, touch-sensitive, curved and extension type probes. In other embodiments,

the measurement is performed, for example, by a non-contacting device such as a laser line

probe (LLP). In an embodiment, the handle 126 is replaced with the LLP using the quick-

connect interface. Other types of measurement devices may replace the removable handle

126 to provide additional functionality. Lxamples of such measurement devices include, but

are not limited to, one or more illumination lights, a temperature sensor, a thermal scanner, a

bar code scanner, a projector, a paint sprayer, a camera, or the like, for example.

[0026] As shown in FIGs. 1A and I B, the AACMM 100 includes the removable

handle 126 that provides advantages in allowing accessories or functionality to be changed

without removing the measurement probe housing 102 from the bearing cartridge grouping

112. As discussed in more detail below with respect to FIG. 2, the removable handle 126 may

also include an electrical connector that allows electrical power and data to be exchanged

with the handle 126 and the corresponding electronics located in the probe end.

0027 ] In various embodiments, each grouping of bearing cartridges 110, 112, 4

allows the arm portion 104 of the AACMM 100 to move about multiple axes of rotation. As

mentioned, each bearing cartridge grouping 10, 112, 114 includes corresponding encoder

systems, such as optical angular encoders for example, that are each arranged coaxially with

the corresponding axis of rotation of, e.g., the arm segments 106, 108. The optical encoder

system detects rotational (swivel) or transverse (hinge) movement of, e.g., each one of the

arm segments 106, 108 about the corresponding axis and transmits a signal to an electronic

data processing system within the AACMM 100 as described in more detail herein below.



Each individual raw encoder count is sent separately to the electronic data processing system

as a signal where it is further processed into measurement data. No position calculator

separate from the AACMM 100 itself (e.g., a serial box) is required, as disclosed in

commonly assigned U.S. Patent No. 5,402,582 ("582).

[0028 1The base 16 may include an attachment device or mounting device 0. The

mounting device 120 allows the AACMM 100 to be removably mounted to a desired

location, such as an inspection table, a machining center, a wall or the floor for example. In

one embodiment, the base 116 includes a handle portion 122 that provides a convenient

location for the operator to hold the base 6 as the AACMM 100 is being moved. In one

embodiment, the base 6 further includes a movable cover portion 124 that folds down to

reveal a user interface, such as a display screen.

[0029] In accordance with an embodiment, the base 116 of the portable AACMM 100

contains or houses an electronic data processing system that includes two primary

components: a base processing system that processes the data from the various encoder

systems within the AACMM 100 as well as data representing other arm parameters to support

three-dimensional (3-D) positional calculations; and a user interface processing system that

includes an on-board operating system, a touch screen display, and resident application

software that allows for relatively complete metrology functions to be implemented within

the AACMM 100 without the need for connection to an external computer.

[0030] The electronic data processing system in the base 1 6 may communicate with

the encoder systems, sensors, and other peripheral hardware located away from the base 116

(e.g., a LLP that can be mounted to the removable handle 126 on the AACMM 100). The

electronics that support these peripheral hardware devices or features may be located in each

of the bearing cartridge groupings 10, 112, 4 located within the portable AACMM 100.

[003 11FIG. 2 is a block diagram of electronics utilized in an AACMM 100 in

accordance with an embodiment. The embodiment shown in FIG. 2 includes an electronic

data processing system 2 10 including a base processor board 204 for implementing the base

processing system, a user interface board 202, a base power board 206 for providing power, a

Bluetooth module 232, and a base tilt board 208. The user interface board 202 includes a

computer processor for executing application software to perform user interface, display, and

other functions described herein.



[0032] As shown in FIG. 2, the electronic data processing system 210 is in

communication with the aforementioned plurality of encoder systems via one or more arm

buses 2 18. In the embodiment depicted in FIG. 2, each encoder system generates encoder

data and includes: an encoder arm bus interface 214, an encoder digital signal processor

(DSP) 216, an encoder read head interface 234, and a temperature sensor 212. Other devices,

such as strain sensors, may be attached to the arm bus 2 18 .

[0033 ] Also shown in FIG. 2 are probe end electronics 230 that are in communication

with the arm bus 218. The probe end electronics 230 include a probe end DSP 228, a

temperature sensor 212, a handle/LLP interface bus 240 that connects with the handle 126 or

the LLP 242 via the quick-connect interface in an embodiment, and a probe interface 226.

The quick-connect interface allows access by the handle 126 to the data bus, control lines,

and power bus used by the LLP 242 and other accessories. In an embodiment, the probe end

electronics 230 are located in the measurement probe housing 102 on the AACMM 100. In an

embodiment, the handle 126 may be removed from the quick-connect interface and

measurement may be performed by the laser line probe (LLP) 242 communicating with the

probe end electronics 230 of the AACMM 100 via the handle/LLP interface bus 240. In an

embodiment, the electronic data processing system 210 is located in the base 116 of the

AACMM 100, the probe end electronics 230 are located in the measurement probe housing

102 of the AACMM 100, and the encoder systems are located in the bearing cartridge pairs

110, 12, 14. The probe interface 226 may connect with the probe end DSP 228 by any

suitable communications protocol, including commercially-available products from Maxim

Integrated Products, Inc. that embody the 1-wire® communications protocol 236.

0034 FIG. 3 is a block diagram describing detailed features of the electronic data

processing system 210 of the AACMM 100 in accordance with an embodiment. In an

embodiment, the electronic data processing system 210 is located in the base 116 of the

AACMM 100 and includes the base processor board 204, the user interface board 202, a base

power board 206, a Bluetooth module 232, and a base tilt module 208.

(003 ] In an embodiment shown in FIG. 3, the base processor board 204 includes the

various functional blocks illustrated therein. For example, a base processor function 302 is

utilized to support the collection of measurement data from the AACMM 100 and receives

raw arm data (e.g., encoder system data) via the arm bus 2 18 and a bus control module

function 308. The memory function 304 stores programs and static arm configuration data.



The base processor board 204 also includes an external hardware option port function 3 0 for

communicating with any external hardware devices or accessories such as an LLP 242. A real

time clock (RTC) and log 306, a battery pack interface (IF) 316, and a diagnostic port 318 are

also included in the functionality in an embodiment of the base processor board 204 depicted

in FIG. 3 .

[0036] The base processor board 204 also manages all the wired and wireless data

communication with external (host computer) and internal (display processor 202) devices.

The base processor board 204 has the capability of communicating with an Ethernet network

via an Ethernet function 320 (e.g., using a clock synchronization standard such as Institute of

Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 588). with a wireless local area network

(WLAN) via a LAN function 322, and with Bluetooth module 232 via a parallel to serial

communications (PSC) function 14. The base processor board 204 also includes a

connection to a universal serial bus (USB) device 3 2 .

[0037] The base processor board 204 transmits and collects raw measurement data

(e.g., encoder system counts, temperature readings) for processing into measurement data

without the need for any preprocessing, such as disclosed in the serial box of the

aforementioned '582 patent. The base processor 204 sends the processed data to the display

processor 328 on the user interface board 202 via an RS485 interface (IF) 326. In an

embodiment, the base processor 204 also sends the raw measurement data to an external

computer.

[0038] Turning now to the user interface board 202 in FIG. 3, the angle and positional

data received by the base processor is utilized by applications executing on the display

processor 328 to provide an autonomous metrology system within the AACMM 100.

Applications may be executed on the display processor 328 to support functions such as, but

not limited to: measurement of features, guidance and training graphics, remote diagnostics,

temperature corrections control of various operational features, connection to various

networks, and display of measured objects. Along with the display processor 328 and a

liquid crystal display (LCD) 338 (e.g., a touch screen LCD) user interface, the user interface

board 202 includes several interface options including a secure digital (SD) card interface

330. a memory 332, a USB Host interface 334, a diagnostic port 336, a camera port 340, an

audio/video interlace 342, a dial-up/ cell modem 344 and a global positioning system (GPS)

port 346.



[0039] The electronic data processing system 210 shown in FIG. 3 also includes a

base power board 206 with an environmental recorder 362 for recording environmental data.

The base power board 206 also provides power to the electronic data processing system 210

using an AC/DC converter 358 and a battery charger control 360. The base power board 206

communicates with the base processor board 204 using inter-integrated circuit (I2C) serial

single ended bus 354 as well as via a DMA serial peripheral interface (DSPI) 356. The base

power board 206 is connected to a tilt sensor and radio frequency identification (RFID)

module 208 via an input/output (I/O) expansion function 364 implemented in the base power

board 206.

0040] Though shown as separate components, in other embodiments all or a subset

of the components may be physically located in different locations and/or functions combined

in different manners than that shown in FIG. 3 . For example, in one embodiment, the base

processor board 204 and the user interface board 202 are combined into one physical board.

004 1 Referring now to FIG. 4, an embodiment of the AACMM 100 having a

holding system 402 is shown. The AACMM 100 includes a plurality of arm segments 106,

108 that are mounted for rotation with multiple degrees of freedom as described herein

above. Coupled to the end of the second arm segment 108 is a probe end 408 having a

housing or body 410, a handle 126 and a tip portion 414. The tip portion 414 includes an

attachment arrangement, such as a screw thread for example, that allows for the coupling of

detachable probe tip 8 (FIG. 1A) that is used to contact an object during operation.

[0042] The probe end 408 is coupled to the second arm segment 108 by a grouping of

bearing cartridges 12 that allows the probe end 408 to be rotated about two axes, 418, 422.

In the exemplary embodiment, the grouping of bearing cartridges 112 are arranged to

minimize the restriction of movement of the probe end 408. It should be appreciated that it is

desirable to have a probe end 408 that is relatively free to move during use to avoid inducing

an operator error when measuring an object. It should be appreciated that since the probe end

408 may move freely, the opportunity for unintended contact of the probe end 408 and the

probe tip 8 with undesired objects may be increased during use or when located in

congested areas. Depending on the nature of the unintended contact, the probe end 408 or the

probe tip 118 may be damaged or the calibration affected. To reduce this risk, the holding

system 402 provides a means to easily, quickly and removably couple the probe end 408 to a

holding bracket 424 attached to arm segment 108. This provides advantages in securing the



probe 118 and probe end in a stowed position in a manner that allows the arm segments to be

rotated freely around the base 1 6 without the probe 118 or probe end contacting any of the

base 116 surfaces. This provides further advantages in preventing damage to the probe tip

118 and cosmetic damage to the paint, LCD display, power button, and other features of the

base assembly.

[0043] In the exemplary embodiment, the holding system 402 includes a member

426A on the body 410 as shown in FIGs. 5 6 . The member 426A may be made from any

material that is attracted to a magnet, including ferrous metals such as steel for example. In

one embodiment, the member 426A may be made from, but not limited to: iron; nickel;

cobalt; an aluminum-nickel-cobalt alloy; titanium-cobalt-nickel- aluminum alloys;

manganese compounds; and, rare earth alloys. In the exemplary embodiment, the member

426A is the head of a member having a domed cap and a threaded shaft that is used to attach

a panel 428 on the body 410. In one embodiment, the probe end 408 includes two members

426A, 426B (FIG. 6) on opposite sides of the body 410. In one embodiment, the members

426A, 426B are substantially identical. In the exemplary embodiment, the member 426A has

a curved outer surface 427 on one end and a threaded portion 429 on an opposite end. The

curved surface 427 has at least a portion that extends beyond or outside the surface of the

panel 428. It should be appreciated that the use of two members 426A, 426B provide

advantages in allowing the operator to couple the probe end 408 with the handle 126 oriented

in two different directions.

[0044] The holding bracket 424 is removably coupled to the second arm segment 108

(FIG. 4). In the exemplary embodiment, the holding bracket 424 includes a first body

member 430 coupled to a second body member 432. The first body member 430 includes an

opening 434 sized to receive a fastener 436 (FIG. 9) such as bolt for example. The opening

434 cooperates with an opening 438 in the second body member 432 that contains a

corresponding fastener 440, such as a captured nut for example. In one embodiment, the first

body member 430 has a substantially uniform wall that defines an inner surface 442 and a

recessed area 444.

[0045] Similarly, the second body member 432 has a substantially uniform wall that

defines an inner surface 446 and an interior portion 448. The second body member 432 also

includes a projection portion 450 on a side opposite the first body member 430. An opening

452 is formed in projection portion 450 that is defined by a wall 458. The opening 452



includes a lip 454 adjacent the outer surface 456 and the wall 458. The lip 454 defines an

opening 460 in the outer surface 456. As will be discussed in more detail below, in one

embodiment the thickness of the lip 454 and the diameter of opening 460 are sized to receive

the curved outer surface of the member 426A, 426B. The opening 452 is sized to receive a

magnetic member 462. The opening 460 is smaller than the diameter of opening 452 such

that the magnetic member is captured within the opening 452. In the exemplary embodiment,

the magnet is made from Neodymium Iron Borate material and is adhesively bonded within

the opening 452. It should be appreciated that the front surface 464 of the magnetic member

462 is offset from the outer surface 456 by the thickness of the lip 454. The first body

member 430 and second body member 432 may be fabricated by an injection molding

process.

[0046] The location of the magnetic member 462 in the holding bracket 424 instead

of the body 410 provides advantages in reducing the opportunity for the magnetic member

462 to pick up metal particles that may be common near the machined surface of a part to be

measured. The domed cap portion of the member 426Λ , 426B is positioned within the

opening defined by the lip 454 around the magnetic member 462 so it cannot slide sideways

and come loose. By rotating the handle 126, such as about the axis 422 for example, the lip

454 and domed cap arrangement creates a mechanical advantage that releases or frees the

magnetic hold without having to pull straight away from the magnetic member 462. This

motion avoids making the operator overcome the holding strength of the magnetic member

462, which would also tend to pull the arm 104 away from a rest position. Similarly, when

attaching the probe end the process of rotating the member 426A, 426B onto the magnetic

member 462 may be reversed allowing for a smooth engagement as the components are

magnetically coupled.

[0047J It should be appreciated that while embodiments of the invention illustrate the

magnetic member 462 as being coupled to the second arm segment 108 and the member

426A, 426B as being coupled to the body 410, the claimed invention should not be so

limited. In one embodiment, the magnetic member 462 is coupled to the body 410 and the

member 426A, 426B is coupled to the second arm segment 108.

[0048] he inner surfaces 442, 446 of the first body member 430 and the second body

member 432 define an opening 466 sized to receive the second arm segment 108. Forming

the holding bracket 424 in two halves provides an advantage in that the holding bracket 424



may be repeatably removed and installed on the second arm segment 108 without having to

disassemble the AACMM 100. Further, by loosening the fasteners 440, the holding bracket

424 may be easily and quickly repositioned on the second arm segment 406 to a desired

position.

004 It should be appreciated that while embodiments herein describe the magnetic

member as being coupled to the second arm segment 108 by the holding bracket 424, the

claimed invention should not be so limited. In one embodiment, the magnetic member 462

may be formed as an integral member of or molded into the second arm segment 108. In

another embodiment, the magnetic member 462 is coupled to the second arm segment 108 by

an adhesive.

[0050] During operation, or in preparation for shipping or moving the AACMM 100,

the operator may desire to secure the probe end 408. The operator rotates the probe end 408

about one or more of the axes 418. 420, 422 as from an operating or first position to a storage

or second position wherein the tip portion 414 is directed towards the bearing cartridges 110

and the handle 26 is extending towards the front (e.g. display side) or the back of the

AACMM 100. As the probe end 408 is rotated to the storage position, the magnetic member

462 will attract and engage the member 426A, 426B. In one embodiment, the curved surface

427 contacts the wall 458 and a portion of the curved surface 427 is positioned within the

opening 460 to hold the probe end 408 securely to the holding bracket 424. To release the

probe end 408, the operator uses the handle 126 to gain a mechanical advantage and rotate

the probe end 408 causing the curved surface 427 to move away from the front surface 464

allowing the magnet to disengage from the member 426A, 426B leaving the probe end 408

free for the operator to use in the measurement of objects.

[005 1] While the invention has been described in detail in connection with only a

limited number of embodiments, it should be readily understood that the invention is not

limited to such disclosed embodiments. Rather, the invention can be modified to incorporate

any number of variations, alterations, substitutions or equivalent arrangements not heretofore

described, but which are commensurate with the spirit and scope of the invention.

Additionally, while various embodiments of the invention have been described, it is to be

understood that aspects of the invention may include only some of the described

embodiments. Accordingly, the invention is not to be seen as limited by the foregoing

description, but is only limited by the scope of the appended claims.



CLAIMS:

1. A portable articulated arm coordinate measurement machine (AACMM) for

measuring coordinates of an object in space, comprising:

a manually positionable articulated arm having opposed first and second ends, the arm

including a plurality of connected arm segments, the plurality of connected arm segments

including an arm segment adjacent the first end, each arm segment including at least one

position transducer for producing a position signal;

a measurement device attached to a first end of the AACMM;

an electronic circuit which receives the position signals from the transducers and

provides data corresponding to a position of the measurement device;

a probe end disposed between the measurement device and the first end, the probe end

being rotationally coupled to the first end and movable between a first position and a second

position; and

a magnetic member coupling the probe end to the arm segment adjacent the first end

when in the second position.

2 . The AACMM of claim 1 wherein the probe end is substantially parallel to the

arm segment adjacent the first end when in the second position.

3 . The AACMM of claim 1 further comprising:

a first member arranged on a first side of the probe end;

wherein the magnetic member is operably coupled to the at least one arm; and

wherein the first member is magnetically coupled to the magnetic member when in

the second position.

4. The AACMM of claim 3 wherein the probe end further includes a second

member on a second side.

5. The AACMM of claim 4 wherein the first member includes a head portion and

a fastener portion.

6 . The AACMM of claim 3 further comprising:

a bracket coupled to the arm segment adjacent the first end;



wherein the magnetic member is coupled to an end of the bracket; and

wherein the bracket comprises a first frame member coupled to a second frame

member, the first frame member and the second frame member defining an opening sized to

receive the arm segment adjacent the first end.

7 . The AACMM of claim 6 wherein the bracket is removably coupled to the arm

segment adjacent the first end.

8. A portable articulated arm coordinate measurement machine (AACMM) for

measuring coordinates of an object in space, comprising:

a base;

a manually positionable articulated arm having opposed first and second ends, the

second end being rotationally coupled to the base, the arm including a plurality of connected

arm segments, the plurality of connected arm segments including an arm segment adjacent

the first end, each arm segment including at least one position transducer for producing a

position signal;

a measurement device attached to a first end of the AACMM;

an electronic circuit which receives the position signals from the transducers and

provides data corresponding to a position of the measurement device;

a probe end disposed between the measurement device and the first end, the probe end

being rotationally coupled to the first end, the probe end having a first member, the probe end

movable between a first position and a second position; and

a magnetic member operably coupled to the arm segment adjacent the first end, the

magnetic member positioned to cooperate with the first member to magnetically couple the

probe end to the arm segment adjacent the first end when the probe end is in the second

position.

9 . The AACMM of claim 8 further comprising a bracket coupled between the

magnetic member and the arm segment adjacent the first end, the bracket having an opening

therein, wherein the magnetic member is disposed in the opening.



10. The AACM of claim 9 wherein:

the magnetic member has a first surface;

the bracket has a second surface, the opening disposed on the second surface; and

the magnetic member is positioned within the opening such that the first surface is

offset from the second surface.

1. The AACMM of claim 10 wherein a portion of the first member is positioned

within the opening when the probe end is in the second position.

12. The AACMM of claim 11 wherein the bracket includes a first portion coupled

to a second portion by at least one fastener.

13. The AACMM of claim 12 wherein the bracket is removably mounted on the

arm segment adjacent the first end.

14. The AACMM of claim 13 wherein the probe end further includes a second

member positioned on a side opposite the first member.

15. A portable articulated arm coordinate measurement machine (AACMM) for

measuring coordinates of an object in space, comprising:

a manually positionable articulated arm having opposed first and second ends, the

second end being rotationally coupled to the base, the arm including a plurality of connected

arm segments, the plurality of connected arm segments including an arm segment adjacent

the first end, each arm segment including at least one position transducer for producing a

position signal:

a measurement device attached to a first end of the AACMM;

an electronic circuit which receives the position signals from the transducers and

provides data corresponding to a position of the measurement device;

a bracket having a first opening sized to receive the arm segment adjacent the first

end, the bracket being removably coupled to the arm segment adjacent the first end;

a magnetic member operably coupled to the bracket;

a probe end coupled to rotate relative to the first end, the probe end being movable

between an first position and a second position; and

a first ferrous member operably coupled to the probe end.



16. The AACMM of claim 5 wherein the magnetic member and the first ferrous

member cooperate to couple the probe end to the arm segment adjacent the first end when the

probe end is in the second position.

17. The AACMM of claim 16 wherein the bracket includes a second opening

disposed between the first opening and an outer surface, the second opening having a lip

disposed adjacent the outer surface.

18. The AACMM of claim 17 wherein the magnetic member is disposed within

the second opening adjacent the lip.

19. The AACMM of claim 18 wherein the first ferrous member includes a curved

surface, the curved surface being in contact with the lip when the probe end is in the second

position.

20. The AACMM of claim 19 wherein the first ferrous member includes a

threaded portion opposite the curved surface.

2 1. The AACMM of claim 20 further comprising a second ferrous member

coupled to a side of the probe end opposite the first ferrous member.

22. The AACMM of claim 2 1 wherein the bracket includes a first member and a

second member coupled by a fastener.



AMENDED CLAIMS

received by the International Bureau on 10 June 201 1 (10.06.201 1)

1. A portable articulated arm coordinate measurement machine (AACMM) for

measuring coordinates of an object in space, comprising:

a manually positbnable articulated arm having opposed first and second ends, the

articulated_arm including a plurality of connected arm segments, the plurality of connected

arm segments including a first arm segment having the first end;

a probe end disposed between a measurement device and the first end, the probe end

being rotationally coupled to the first end and movable between a first position and a second

position;

each arm segment and the probe end including at least one position transducer for

producing a position signal;

an electronic circuit which receives the position signals from the transducers and

provides data corresponding to a position of the measurement device; and

a magnetic member coupling the probe end to the first arm segment when in the

second position.

2. The AACMM of claim 1 wherein the probe end is substantially parallel to the

first arm segment when in the second position,

3. The AACMM of claim 1 further comprising:

a first member arranged on a first side of the probe end;

wherein the magnetic member is operably coupled to the first arm segment; and

wherein the first member is magnetically coupled to the magnetic member when in

the second position.

4. Th AACMM of claim 3 wherein the probe end further includes a second

member on a second side; and

wherein the second member is magnetically coupled to the magnetic member when

the probe end is in a third position.



5. The AACMM of claim 3 wherein the first member includes a head portion and

a fastener portion.

6. The AACMM of claim 3 further comprising:

a bracket coupled to the first arm segment;

wherein the magnetic member is coupled to an end of the bracket; and

wherein the bracket comprises a first frame member coupled to a second frame

member, the first frame member and the second frame member defining an opening sized to

receive the first arm segment.

7. The AACMM of claim 6 wherein the bracket is removably coupled to the first

arm segment.

8. A portable articulated arm coordinate measurement machine (AACMM) for

measuring coordinates of an object in space, comprising:

abase;

a manually positionable articulated arm having opposed first and second ends, the

second end being rotational y coupled to the base, the arm including a plurality of connected

arm segments, the plurality of connected arm segments including a first arm segment at the

first end;

a measurement device attached to the first end of the AACMM;

a probe end disposed between the measurement device and the first end, the probe end

being rotational ly coupled to the first end, the probe end having a first member, the probe end

movable between a first position and a second position; and

a magnetic member operably coupled to the first arm segment adjacent the first end,

the magnetic member positioned to cooperate with the first member to magnetically couple

the probe end to the first arm segment adjacent the first end when the probe end is in the

second position.

9. The AACMM of claim 8 further comprising a bracket coupled between the

magnetic member and the first arm segment adjacent the first end, the bracket having an

opening therein, wherein the magnetic member is disposed in the opening.



10. The AACMM of claim 9 wherein:

the magnetic member has a first surface;

the bracket has a second surface, the opening disposed on the second surface; and

the magnetic member is positioned within the opening such that the first surface is

offset from the second surface.

. The AACMM of claim 10 wherein a portion of the first member is positioned

within the opening when the probe end is in the second position.

12. The AACMM of claim 1 wherein the bracket includes a first portion coupled

to a second portion by at least one fastener.

13. The AACMM of claim 12 wherein the bracket is removably mounted on the

arm segment adjacent the first end.

14. The AACMM of claim 13 wherein the probe end further includes a second

member positioned on a side opposite the first member,

1 . A portable articulated arm coordinate measurement machine (AACMM) for

measuring coordinates of an object in space, comprising;

a manually positionable articulated arm having opposed first and second ends, the

second end being rotationally coupled to the base, the arm including a plurality of connected

arm segments, the plurality of connected arm segments including a first arm segment at the

first end;

a measurement device attached to a first end of the AACMM;

a bracket having a first opening sized to receive the first arm segment, the bracket

being removably coupled to the first arm segment;

a magnetic member operably coupled to the bracket;

a probe end coupled to rotate relative to the first end, the probe end being movable

between an first position and a second position; and

a first ferrous member operably coupled to the probe end.



. The AACMM of claim 1 wherein the magnetic member and the first ferrous

member cooperate to couple the probe end to the first arm segment when the probe end is in

the second position.

17 The AACMM of claim 16 wherein the bracket includes a second opening

disposed between the first opening and an outer surface, the second opening having a ip

disposed adjacent the outer surface.

18. The AACMM of claim 7 wherein the magnetic member is disposed within

the second opening adjacent the lip.

1 . The AACMM of claim 1 wherein the first ferrous member includes a curved

surface, the curved surface being in contact with the lip when the probe end is in the second

position.

20. The AACMM of claim wherein the first ferrous member includes a

threaded portion opposite the curved surface.

21. The AACMM of claim 20 further comprising a second ferrous member

coupled to a side of the probe end opposite the first ferrous member.

22. The AACMM of claim 2 wherein the bracket includes a first member and a

second member coupled by a fastener.



STATEMENT UNDER ARTICLE 19 (1 )

Applicant, by this Amendment, has amended claims 1-9 and 1 -16 to clarify the

claims by reciting that the arm segments include a first arm segment located at the first end.

No new matter is added by these amendments.

I the Written Opinion, the Examiner stated that claims 1 and 15 are not concise.

Applicant respectfully disagrees. Independent claims 1and 1 clearly define the scope of the

invention and the claimed limitations clearly and concisely define the inter-relationships

between the elements. Nevertheless, Applicant has amended the claims to define that the

articulated arm has a first arm segment to clarify that the location of the inter-related

elements of the claim, Applicant submits that claims 1 and 15 are concise and proper.

In the Written Opinion, the Examiner objects to claims 1 and 15 because they appear

to relate effectively to the same subject-matter but with slightly different wording and level of

detail. Applicant respectfully disagrees. While claims 1and 5 are directed to the same

subject matter of the invention, the difference in the wording changes the scope of the claim.

Applicant respectfully submits that independent claims 1 and 15 are proper.

In the Written Opinion, the Examiner objected to claim 8 since it comprises all of the

features of claim 1. Applicant respectfully disagrees. Claim 8 recites that the magnetic

member is coupled to the first arm segment adjacent the first end and that it is arranged to

cooperate with the first member to magnetically couple the probe end to the first arm

segment. Applicant submits that claim 1does not include these elements. Since claims I and

8 do not include the same elements, clearly claim 8 does not comprise all of the features of

claim 1as asserted by the Examiner. Applicant respectfully submits that claim 8 is a proper

independent claim.



It is respectililly submitted that the claimed invention, as amended, i$ novel and

involves an inventive step over the documents cited in the International Search Report.

Further and favorable reconsideration of the subject application is hereby requested.

Applicant respectfully requests entry of the above amendment.

Respectfully submitted,

D. S. Christensen Reg. No. 40955/
Dave $. Christensen
USPTO Reg. No. 40955

Attorney for Applicant

Telephone: (248) 524-2300
Fax: 248-524-2700
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